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This book aims to cover four basic questions: Why do we read cards? What's so special about

the Marseille Tarot? How can the cards uncover our blind spots? What does it mean to live a

magical life, when we allow the stories that the cards tell us to offer solutions to our real

problems? The book is also the first to introduce the readers to the wonderful and strange

cards of Carolus Zoya, a most rare and unseen Tarot de Marseille deck made in Turin at the

end of 1700.
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father,mathematician and magicianA QUESTION FOR A STORYDivination forms a continuum,

but we could say that at one pole there is “possession” and at the other “reading.” By

possession we mean that a god or some other spirit enters one’s body and takes control –

voice, gesture, words – all belong to the god. Reading is interpretive – that all the flowing

occurrences of the world are a stream of messages. Somewhere in between, half possessed

by fire, half swimming in a sea of total significance, there is inspiration.Thus the seduction.

Thus we eat. Thus we drink our mantic syrups. Nanabozho in the forest. Charlie Parker. Eric

Dolphy. Tung Shan’s Bird Path: extended hands that leave no trace.– DALE PENDELL, THE

LANGUAGE OF BIRDSImagine this: You’re sitting in a café with your cards on the table –

though you may also be sitting in your parlor, your study, or in a chat room.A curious woman

approaches you – curiosity often being needed as a counter to the regular prejudice against

people sitting in a café reading cards – and asks:‘Are those Tarot cards for consultation, or

something else?’You reply: ‘They are for consultation and something else too.’‘Great’, the

woman says, and then hurriedly flings her question:‘What would the cards say that I need, if I

wanted to focus on my relationship with my partner? What do I need to know where he is

concerned?’You lay down some cards and begin to tell a story. Suppose the cards are

these:Temperance, Strength, The EmperorYour story takes shape, and the more you look at

the cards, the more you find things to say, which you anchor in the context of the question. You

find yourself saying the following, while urging the woman to pay attention and participate in



the dialog with the cards:‘As you can clearly see, the cards indicate a shift in the power

relations. Whereas in the past you and your partner were like two drops of water, flowing from

two similar chalices, whatever equilibrium you have had, has now gone tilting. This is the

current situation: We go from the angel of Temperance to the woman of Force and finally to the

man of action, the Emperor.’‘Something happened in the flow of your communication pattern

that resulted in your overpowering your man. The woman in the middle card seizes an untamed

lion. So we have here an indication of the man having been dominated with the consequence

of regressing to a state that’s now more animalistic and primitive. Quite literally this card shows

how the woman struggles with getting the lion to receive something. She forces his mouth

open. If we take Temperance with her water chalices into account, as the preceding card, we

get the clear indication that the reason why the power relations have changed is because you

tried to pour liquid into the lion’s mouth. And he resisted.’‘Do you drink?’‘Yes, and I’ve said

some unfortunate things to my partner which I now regret. My partner has turned his back to

me, and I want to know if there’s anything I can do to remedy the situation.’‘Look at the cards. If

we follow the symmetry here, we have two possibilities: Either to see you give up fighting, and

turn the lion into a bird on the Emperor’s shield, or to see your partner as the Emperor, turning

his back to you, as you said, and leaving behind any memory of his struggles with you, leaving

behind only a trace as an imprint on his shield. It’s your call to decide here who is who.’‘Yes, but

the man is leaving, wouldn’t you say?’‘It looks that way, but let’s play some more. Let’s look at

another card from the pack, to see what the Emperor is up to, where he is headed.’‘Ay, an

inflamed tower.’‘Yes, a broken Tower, XVI, featuring two people falling down from it. Clearly the

two chalices in Temperance’s hands, now turned into two people with broken necks, are not

doing too fine. Broken vessels.’‘But let’s play some more. Let’s answer your question more

concretely. Now we’ve seen what the situation is like, and we’re also getting a sense of how

you feel about it. Let’s look also at what you need to do, and what you may want to avoid doing

if we accept this situation as a possible, plausible, and probable scenario for you.’‘I can

certainly relate. Why are the cards so precise?’‘Hold on to that question, but let’s finish the job

here first. Let’s look at two cards. One on top of the string of three, indicating what to do, and

one at bottom, indicating what not to do.’‘The card on top, The Hanged Man, suggests waiting.

Being suspended there by yet another unknown agency, The Hanged Man is not in the position

to move, displaying impotence and immobility. The advice here is to embody what The Hanged

Man does, namely, wait it out and hang in there, or dangle. This is not good news especially if

you want to do something concrete. But then remember that waiting is also an act; one of the

toughest acts, but often wiser than we think.‘This idea with waiting is supported by the card at

bottom, on what not to do, namely, The Empress. Do not be the woman of action, the woman

who is in charge, and who knows things and how to consecrate them. Do not be the

professional, who seduces the man with her beauty and confidence. Do not embody the

function of the Empress as the consort of the Emperor. He clearly has another agenda.’‘So far

these cards do not indicate an uplifting situation. Alas. But let’s play some more. Let’s lay over

the trump cards some of the number cards. Over the Emperor we get the 7 of Coins. This

suggests that there’s a material interest at stake, albeit not one that makes one too content.

The card of 7 of Coins indicates a troubled purse. It looks like the Emperor is busy with

developing a vision for a business plan as a strategy to remedy his tight financial situation. He

is not concerned with emotional issues. Perhaps that’s why we got The Hanged Man situation.

You cannot ask people to assess their feelings when their focus is on money.’‘Over the Hanged

Man we get the card of the 6 of Swords. This suggests a path that’s not pleasant, a path that

has pain in it, and one that may ask you to leave things behind.’‘Over the Empress I get the



King of Coins. Supporting the position of do not, this indicates a situation of avoiding

dependency on powerful men with money.’‘Sometimes the Hanged Man is a good card, as it

asks you to consider what regrets you may have, and whether they are of any use. It may show

you a different reality, that of seeing things on their head. Ultimately this is a card of singular

power and unique experience. This is not a card of sharing.’‘So, what you’re saying basically is

that I need to suspend all action, to detach myself, and let go of this relationship?’‘Yes, to the

first, and no, not necessarily, to the latter. Hanging is hanging, and waiting to see how things

develop does not necessarily imply giving up. It is true that the Emperor moving into a broken

tower suggests the idea that he’s actually contemplating a breaking-up of the relation, but you

did not get this card to begin with.’‘The card of the Tower was not part of the main, first three

cards on the table. Besides, just because he is thinking it, it does not necessarily mean that he

will also go through with it. Though, indeed, by the time you’re done waiting, you may think

yourself that a break-up may be just what is needed. Remember that there are two people

falling from the Tower. The two chalices turn into two fallen beings. Just as the Emperor may

get the idea of a break-up, so may you. The lion in the middle card is a living thing. The bird on

the cards of the imperial couple is an emblem. As such, the bird is a sign of relation but not one

of concern, human touch, struggle with, or joy over. The bird on the shield is just symbolic

capital. You may end up with exchanges of that sort, of the 7 of Coins sort, rather than anything

that involves love or the well-being of your home.’‘I see, first we had balance, and now our

ground is destabilized. It looks like we may both end up as each other’s history’.‘Yes. That is a

possibility. Therefore, then, perhaps what you want to focus on now is not what you had in the

past, nor how you may be in the process of becoming history, but rather, on how you can get

past what seems to be passing. You avoid feeling hurt if you let it all hang. Suspend your

expectations.’‘Yes. This is all very clear. And the more I reflect on this, the more I can see that

the wisest is perhaps to just monitor the situation, see it also from unconventional angles, and

observe how it develops. Perhaps prepare to expiate too.’‘But back to my astonishment, before

I go again, and thanks for reading the cards for me. How is it that the cards have managed to

describe so accurately what I already feel I’m going through?’‘Now, that’s the million dollar

question, isn’t it?’TO PREDICT OR NOTThere are many theories of why the Tarot cards are so

apt in addressing just about any question. I don’t think I have an answer to that. While I find all

the theories fascinating, with claims ranging from the scientific approach to the statistical

occurrence of the weird that is shown to be not so weird to the pseudo-scientific approach that

sees the weird as some kind of holy woo, I prefer to adopt the position of keeping it simple and

say the following: If the cards address the querent’s issues in a very direct manner, then they

do so because there is a question to begin with.Context is everything, and just as we say about

questions containing already half the answer, so we can say the same about the cards. If you

have a specific question that you pose to the cards and the images that the cards present you

with, whether abstract images or of a more archetypal or symbolic power, you will find the

answer to your question as it unfolds from the question itself via these images. An image is a

fluid thing, and so is our perception. The image can tumble a question, as it were, to use one of

the popular internet metaphors for what we can do with images: tumble them in order to distill a

meaning, or get an impression of the current state of the art, or whatever other theme we may

be presented with.Basically you can ask the Tarot anything: how to find your soul and purpose

in life, your lost keys, or the Devil. The Marseille Tarot can show you what it takes for you to

score that job interview you fear, or that significant other you have just met at the office. It can

also teach you something about your blind spots. Where do you project, and is your perception

of your situation ‘reality’?We can also predict events with the cards. But our predictions are



always based on reading the cards rather than the future. People are divided on the question of

predicting, some claiming that it is impossible, some insisting that they even have an average

rate – the claim to the 90 percent accuracy always amuses me – and some avoiding the

predicting idea altogether, focusing instead on the psychological game of suggestion.As far as

I am concerned, I’m for all of it, the whole shebang. If the cards indicate a future trajectory, very

much like in the reading example above, then I point to it. The querent has ultimate agency,

and my work is always based on fundamental trust. If a person comes to me for advice, then I

trust the person to be able to reflect on what we’re talking about. The cards can help people

reflect on what is on their minds that, more often than not, they are either unable to fully

identify, express, or articulate into words. But the cards can make it all ‘real’. If you can see it,

you can understand it. But what is it exactly that we’re all seeing?Instead of answering this

question, some take the easy way out: ‘I’ve been reading the Tarot for 40 years,’ they’d say, and

then claim reading competence in the name of longevity. And perhaps they have both,

competence and experience. But how does this answer the question of seeing? What do you

see, exactly? How do you put two and two together? What’s your method? Some take an even

easier way out: ‘I’m a seventh generation psychic,’ they’d say, and maybe that is also true. But,

again, how does that answer the question of seeing? ‘I’m seeing an angel to your left,’ some

would say, and it would simply be better for all the parties involved to either believe that or to

split.Without being judgmental of what people claim and what methods they employ in their

readings, what I’m looking for myself in a Tarot reading is the ability to follow the reader’s

argument about how he or she got there, to the answer, or to the conclusion. My preference is

for precision, and for the crisp and clear answer. I’m not fond of vague or general insights,

however useful.I want to believe in the plausibility of a situation, though ‘believing’ may not be

the exactly right word here for my own expectations. In fact, I often tell people that the Tarot is

not about believing in anything.The Tarot is a visual and poetic language that enables us to

respond to an embodied situation presented in the cards. We see what the characters are

doing, and we are invited to imitate them. It’s the best kind of learning. And often the wisest.

The cards tell you what you already know and what you don’t know. As soon as you see the

relation between knowing and not knowing articulated in images, you get infinitely smarter. If I

see something in the simple, but always to the point 3-card sequence, and go, ‘now, why didn’t

I think of that one?’, I’m happy. In this sense the cards are always right. If the outcome is

‘wrong’ it’s only because I’ve missed something. And why are the cards right? Because they

speak poetry. Because they invite me to ‘look’ rather than state an opinion. The cards offer

magical solutions to real problems.I like to say that fortunetelling participates in both, the

creation of events and telling something about those events. As such, fortunetelling is above

what we call ‘accurate’ or ‘truthful’ reading. The fortuneteller reads the cards, not the future,

people, body language, and so on. And yet.In the actual reading I began with here, I tried to

demonstrate the quality of the exchange between myself and the woman I was reading the

cards for, which had to do with her ability to follow closely the sign posts I had for her. I tried to

make it easy for her to follow the visual argument, as it was all based on making simple

observations. Two chalices in the first card turned into two fallen people in the last card. The

cards were symmetrical1. They invited us to follow the rhyming scheme; the rising and falling

tone in the lines, the one thing that stands out, or the fact that what is above is also below. This

is a special quality that we find particularly in the Marseille Tarot2. The elements in one card all

seem to have a dynamic correspondence with the elements in another card.The Marseille

Tarot is very structural in this sense. Those familiar with the literary school of structuralism can

see how in the visual language of the Marseille tarot, what we’re dealing with is binary



opposites and a relation of dependency. But here there’s more to it than in a poem, or a novel

that we can read from a structuralist point of view, where we observe the dominant scheme of

color, composition, and character, and how each relies on the condition for its existence on the

other.What we find in the Marseille Tarot is structure plus chance. The elements are always

there, in each card, sometimes symmetrical and sometimes not, but insofar as we let the cards

fall on the table at random, we find that the meaning that each pair of elements carries in every

card is very much anchored in what we see happening in the card next to it. So symmetry

works here because it is dependent on our recognition of similar patterns. Things are similar

and equivalent until they are not anymore. Based on this fixed structure that is yet dependent

on chance permutations we arrive at making perfectly commonsensical and logical inferences.

When we see that the two chalices in the Temperance card turn into two fallen beings in the

Tower card, we obviously don’t conclude that this relation, if the question is about a

relationship, is going well. Quite the contrary. And there is a certain thrill in pondering the very

possibility even before a break-up has occurred, that it will occur.What goes?Generally, if

people ask questions that have a future orientation and are pragmatic in kind, then I insist that I

read what the cards say about that in the very present moment that I read them. If I say, ‘the

cards don’t suggest that you’ll be making a lot of money by selling crystals,’ I urge people to

heed attention, and perhaps try to change the lack of fortune by making some other concrete

plans for survival in the here and now. I have as yet to hear that people have regretted that

advice, though on occasion, I’ve had some become very upset by what they perceived was a

lack of support and compassion on my part when I suggested that they killed their darlings. But

I’m not in the business of telling people, ‘everything is awesome, go ahead with the hopeless

plan’, when that is not the case.If people ask questions pertaining to their passions and

purpose in life, in addition to what the cards concretely say about that, I may offer the type of

counsel one encounters in the more academically consecrated circles, such as

psychoanalysis. Usually I assess to what extent such contributions are either needed or

relevant (my professional orientation here is primarily Lacanian). For a spiritual approach, I

may employ core shamanism or other nature oriented solutions, from cunning-folk style to

Druidism3.A CUNNING-FOLK STORY ON POINTThe basic idea with participating in the

creation of what I like to call ‘useful stories’ for people who need guidance rests on the premise

that a pack of cards can be seen as a tool for describing that which we have no words for, but

which we would like to see crystalize before our eyes. Many people walk around with vague

feelings about love, money, work, and health. What the cards do, with their stylized suits

representing each of these areas – cups, coins, batons, and spades respectively – is

consolidate a way of articulating what needs to be questioned or addressed head on.It has

been my experience that in any reading with the Marseille Tarot – and any other pack of cards

for that matter – after the job of describing what happens in the cards and how what is

happening may relate to the events in people’s lives for better or worse – the real work at stake

is forming a synthesis. The idea is to make people process the information that the visual cues

in the cards give them, so that it becomes knowledge about the situation at hand and what

needs to be done.My primary approach to reading the cards can be said to follow the cunning-

folk approach, which is to say that everything I have to say about my method rests entirely on

making logical inferences and keeping it close to nature. When I lay down three cards I simply

like to see how we go from A to B. Why are cups associated with something good, friendship

and love, and why are swords associated with the opposite? Can we trace the old and tried,

basic meanings of the cards to an origin? How have the ones before us come up with the idea

that we can create sentences based on the images we see? If I didn’t have a question for the



cards I started with above (Temperance, Force, Emperor, Tower), I’d say that if someone tried

to pour too much liquid down a lion’s mouth, they’d end with a drunken man who wouldn’t even

be able to find his own house without waking up the whole community. Four cards, one

sentence.Here my contention is that the meaning of the cards has developed in time in

accordance with what we have come to observe about nature and its cycles. With a cup we

celebrate and drink to our health and fortune. Water or wine makes our blood pulsate with life.

With spades we dig the earth, where we can plant seeds, so tall trees can grow through the air.

With the spades we can also kill. With batons we fight for our honor, or we build houses and

communities. With coins we make transactions. We use our brains to devise strategies for

selling and buying. I will say more about this in the chapter on the 4 suits.WHY THIS BOOKUp

until quite recently I was still maintaining that writing a Tarot book wasn’t something that

interested me, given that I write extensively already on my cartomantic blog, Taroflexions4. The

careful reader may indeed speculate: is there anything new here? For once, there is. This

introduction is new. And so are all the individual stories of the trump cards. But I also have

another answer. Firstly, I’d say, ‘blame it on my students.’ I have a few that I have been tutoring

on a private basis, and they have been insisting that I gathered some essential ideas in a book

together with a standard view of the cards the way I have come to understand them –

something you won’t find on Taroflexions.Secondly, I’ve been involved in a series of teachings

developed by Andrew Kyle McGregor, under the name of ‘Tarot de Marseille for Modern Life:

Five Modern Teachers’. Along with others, such as Enrique Enriquez, Yoav Ben-Dov, and

Christophe Carrozza, I have been addressing all sorts of fascinating questions from people in

an open class, questions that I found were similar to ones that I get from my private

students.Thirdly, every day I get an inquiry from someone out in the big wide world, who would

like to know more about how I specifically juggle the cunning-folk meanings of the cards with

the subjective kind of observation that I have developed over the years of reading the cards.

So, indeed, perhaps this time is as good as any for a book that hopefully will consolidate what

students want to know.AIMS AND GAMES AND OTHER NAMESMy aim is to offer a fairly

standard introduction to reading with the Marseille Tarot, going through the trump cards and

the pip cards. This part will be a short intervention forming the middle part of the book, right

after this introduction. The last part of the book will consist of reading samples, and will aim at

demonstrating how we can get more precise in our readings. Most of what I will have to say

about the cards is be based on my own understanding of what I see happening in the cards.

This understanding, however, has not been formed out of the blue, but is rather the result of

some years of studying with both people in the public eye, and also some who prefer to remain

anonymous.Right from the outset I should mention that I combine two approaches based on

my preference, on the one hand, for traditional meanings, derived from the logic of the cunning-

folk methods and passed down mostly through oral transmission, and on the other hand, for

following the visual argument in a card sequence. Now, some may be tempted to ask: ‘If it’s

oral transmission that you’ll be referring to, how do we know that you’re not making things up?

Indeed a legitimate question. To this I have this to say: there is no way of testing the veracity of

whatever information gets passed down to us from the so-called ‘generations of readers,’ other

than to point to what makes sense and what doesn’t; what works and what doesn’t; what’s

logical and what’s not.Reading cards is no different than reading the signs in the street. While

we don’t question the signs in the street, we are free to think about the history of the meaning

of the traffic lights, where that meaning comes from, and what it is based on.The same with the

cards. It’s all semiotics. All you need is a system in order to both decode and then encode what

you need in order to create a story. Without a system there’s no divination. At the other end,



what the persons receiving your story based on ‘their’ cards make of it is really something

beyond your control. As far as I’m concerned, I engage with the following: I observe both

traditions: the one that follows the tested methods of the ones that came before me, and the

one that relies entirely on my own capacity to pay attention. For instance, how can the

geometrical arrangement of the coins on the 9 of Coins mean something other than the

traditional ‘change in the financial situation,’ when, say, the card happens to be next to the

Queen of Cups?My aim here is not only to offer an idea for what each trump or group of pip

cards may mean, but also to offer a reading connected with the description of the cards, so

that the reader can see how the cards play in action their solutions or answers to a specific

question. In fact, this approach here is motivated by what I have identified as a lack in the

market for Tarot books, namely the fact that while we are not missing any introductions, some

better than others, we are sorely missing books that show us how authors actually read the

cards that they describe.My own work on Taroflexions has tried to bridge this gap, and I have

always insisted on showing how one reads the cards, either as they are positioned in spread

layouts – going from simple spreads to grand tableaus (the latter for readings with playing

cards, Lenormand cards, and other oracles) – or as they avoid positionality. Reading cards that

follows no spread at all has often led to confusion and the realization that it is crucial to figure

out how we determine agency. For instance, one of the main things that I have been teaching

is how to recognize who is who, and who is doing what to whom in a string of cards, when the

cards are not assigned positional meanings beforehand.
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